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Agenda

1. MarCom as an Equitable Industry
2. What is Intercultural Communication (IC)?
3. Best Practices

a. Embracing IC as an Individual
b. Implementing IC in the Organization
c. Engaging IC in the Work



Marketing & Communications (MarCom) as 
an Equitable Industry

MarCom has a reputation of having a 

young and vibrant workforce. We are 

creative professionals. We are thriving 

and surviving. We are on Twitter. But are 

we equitable? Are we just? Are we as 

progressive as our work suggests? 



Marketing & Communications (MarCom) as 
an Equitable Industry, cont.

According to the Association of National Advertisers (2019) in an industry-wide diversity 

report, “Women comprise the majority of the marketing industry’s workforce” and that more 

women are claiming senior roles in the industry, some reports showing as high as 47% (p. 18). 

👏👏👏
However, according to that same diversity report, “Ethnic diversity is poor from the senior level 

on down, especially for African-American/Black and Hispanic/Latino” (p. 18). 



What is Intercultural Communication (IC)?

Here’s what it’s not: 

● A trend

● A hashtag

● A “diversity initiative”

Intercultural communication is:

● A multicultural mindset (Nguyen-Phuong-Mai, 2017, p. 59)

● A commitment to recognizing and respecting “Difference 

Matters” (Allen, 2011)

● An attempt to rise above ethnocentrism (Hall, 2005, p. 198)



Why IC Remains Crucial

● Categorization and stereotyping is a human condition (Hall,  p. 197)

● Racism exists in every aspect of our society, including structural and 

institutional racism (Allen, p. 76)

● White privilege occurs because “members of privileged social identity groups 

often don’t recognize their advantages” (Allen, p. 15)

● Society is passive towards those experiencing poverty (hooks, 2000, p. 2)

● Intersectionality occurs when marginalized people, particularly women of 

color, are disaffected by both gender and sex (Carbado et al., 2019, p. 304)



Best Practice #1: 
Embracing IC as an Individual



Best Practice #1: Embracing IC as an 
Individual

The first step to implementing IC is to implement it yourself. Commit to 

IC at work, at home, with friends, and in public. 

1. Recognize Your Own Privilege
a. Who here is right handed? As a quick exercise, let’s consider for a 

moment, the privilege of right-handed people? (Allen, p. 15)

2. Embrace Differences
a. The key to a multicultural mindset isn’t to avoid difference, but to 

embrace it. “Difference is the key to learning and living well in a 
postmodern culture” (Arnett, Fritz & Bell, 2007, p. 80)



Best Practice #2:
Implementing IC in the Organization



Best Practice #2: Implementing IC in the 
Organization

Organizations, or at least the MarCom departments within organizations, 

must enact equitable policies that set expectations and deliver lasting 

results. 

1. Migrate from I to We
a. “Building a pluralistic and equitable society requires a shift from today’s 

emphasis on individualism to one in which people’s mutual welfare and 
the social good come first” (Bordas, 2007, p. 17)

2. Strive for Authentic Diversity
a. “Authentic diversity will be realized only when the voices, values, and 

contributions of all Americans are integrated into mainstream 
leadership” (Bordas, p. 1)



Best Practice #2: Implementing IC in the 
Organization, cont.

3. Audit for Hierarchical and Dominant Ideologies 

a. Cultural ideologies can be thought of as unspoken systems that inform 
our actions and thoughts; however, organizational ideologies are just as 
present in society, informed by organizational policies that can be 
altered by the will of the workforce. 

b. “Dominant ideologies reflect perspectives and experiences of ruling 
groups, whose members construct and circulate beliefs that will most 
benefit them” (Allen, p. 32).



Best Practice #3:
Engaging IC in the Work



Best Practice #3: Engaging IC in the Work

Your output as a MarCom professional isn’t just reflective of your 

organization or agency, but of you. Commit to making your work 

inclusive, equitable, and just. 

1. Include the cultures your work represents in the creation process

2. Avoid unnecessary gendering in your work
a. “We reproduce gender as we perform gender, through language, small 

talk, joking dress, body language, marketing materials, advertising 
campaigns, use of space, and so on” (Allen, p. 56).

3. Review your work for white and/or dominant privilege



Save This 

We’ve covered a lot of ground. Let’s review some key points:

● Intercultural Communication is a multicultural mindset 

that recognizes and respects ‘difference matters’ and 

works to rise above ethnocentrism. 

● MarCom is an exciting industry with a young workforce 

that is inclusive of women, but has some work to do with 

minority representation, especially in leadership roles

● Implementing IC begins at the individual level. Work on 

yourself first. 

● Bringing IC to the workplace is a commitment that 

requires clear vision and inclusive leadership. 

● Finished work is a reflection of the creator. Keep your 

deliverables just and equitable. 
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